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Structure of the proton

Proton: 
●constituent of nuclei
● has electric charge
●Is massive
● has spin
●is extended → has structure
●consists of quarks and gluons

ENERGY



Parton densities – distribution of partons 
xg(x,Q) gluons
xS(x,Q) strange 
xd(x,Q) down 
xu(x,Q) up

Structure of the proton

Tells us about probability that given
parton will have given longitudinal
momentum fraction at given hard scale 

For example: DIS experiments at DESY

k=x P+kt



Jet events and the protons collisions

At high energy collisions partons collide and produce new partons
which  decay and produce (among other objects) 
spray of high energy hadrons i.e. jets, example above: dijets 



Dijet events and the proton

 Dijets at detector 



LHC as a scanner of gluon

central-central i.e.
dilute dilute

forward-central i.e.
dilute – not so dense

forward-forward i.e.
dilute -dense

dilutedense
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Gluon density

For me (at present) to understand 
the structure of proton is to understand
the behavior of gluon density.
Relevant for: p + p, p + Pb, ALICE, 

CMS, ATLAS, LHcB



Quantum Chromodynamics 

QCD ingredients:

● Quarks and anti-quarks (spin 1/2)
● 3 colors
● 6 flavors

● Gluons 
● 8 colors pairwise combinations

of quark colors 

Coupling
between
quarks and gluons 
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Example process 

2 jet amplitude

Quark induced
Gluon induced
Also exists quark gluon induced but is not not shown 



QCD coupling constant decreases
as the hard scale gets larger

Asymptotic freedom of QCD allows/justifies  
perturbative calculations

The observables can be expressed
as perturbative series in QCD coupling.

Extracted from scattering data.
Agrees well with lattice QCD calculations  
 

Quantum Chromodynamics 

O =     f1 +      f2  +    f3 + ...2 3



pQCD - calculations 

parton 
density

parton densityObservable ~ ME

● Matrix element + factorization theorems + parton densities

● Factorization theorems allow for decomposition of process under some ordering 
 condition into soft and hard  distant parts 

Matrix element  convoluted with resumed  contributions  -
 Collinear Factorization , High Energy Factorization

parton 
density

ME

parton density
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Structure function data 

Good fit but strongly depends on the form of assumed input
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Unitarity problem arises 

Strong  power like growth of gluon 
density may lead to violation 
of unitarity bound 

arxiv:0911.0884
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Unitarity problem arises 
theoretical relevance for onset of low x effects

 

 

Various approaches show that suppression of gluon density 
at low pt is relevant for jet observables and for unitarization.

Grebenyuk, Hautmann, Jung '12. 
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QCD at high energies – high energy factorization

Theory
Gribov, Levin, Ryskin '81
Ciafaloni, Catani, Hautman '93
Phenomenology
Jung, Hautmann; Szczurek, 
Maciuła; Kutak, Kotko, van 
Hameren....

Decreasing longitudinal
momentum fractions
of off-shell partons

Decreasing longitudinal
momentum fractions
of off-shell partons

New helicity based  methods for ME 
Kutak, van Hameren, Kotko, '12

p1

p2

q1

q2 p1

p2

q1
q2

k

Monte Carlo generators → aim to describe fully processes
In general many parameters → tunings
My point of view → ME + parton densities in kt factorization
Gain: less parameters. 
Physics motivated  approach to dense system 

p1+p2=q1+q2 p1+p2=q1+q2+k
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●Known up to NLO

●No saturation

●No applicable to final states with 
large momenta

The BFKL evolution
Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev, Lipatov '77

y1,p1

y1,p1

y2,p2

y1,p1

y2,p2

y3,p3

+ + +.......

x=1-y1-y2-y3-...-yn

Y~ln1/x ~total energy

k
k k
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High energy factorization and saturation
Saturation – state where number of gluons  
stops growing due to high occupation
 number.  Way to fulfill unitarity  requirements in 
high energy limit of QCD. 
More generally saturation is an example of
 percolation which has chance to happen 
since partons have size 1/kt and hadron 
has finite size. Cross sections (e.g. F2) change
 their behavior from power like to
 logarithmic like. 

On microscopic level it means that
 gluon apart splitting recombine

splitting recombination

Nonlinear evolution
 equations
 BK, JIMWLK
CGC framework
DIPSY

Linear evolution
equation

Theory
Gribov, Levin, Ryskin
Balitsky,Kovchegov,...
DIS phenomenology
Goolec-Biernat Wusthoff.
Kutak, Sapeta,.......
RHIC phenomenology
Albacete, Marquet

ln x

ln k
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Albacete at. al 12

Kinematical plane and existing frameworks 
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The BFKL and BK evolutions - solutions

BK

Weakly depends
on the input.

Generates universal
maximum
Low kt part suppressed

Strongly depends 
on the input

Needs model extension
 to low kt 

BFKL
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BFKL and BK applied to DIS - some recent results

Kutak, Sapeta  '12

From BK equation with 
corrections of higher order
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Glue in p vs. glue in Pb

Nonlinear equation for unintegrated gluon density.

Related to BK via Fourier transform 

Includes corrections of higher order Kutak, Kwiecinski '02

Fitted to latest HERA data   Kutak, Sapeta '11
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CCFM evolution equation - evolution with observer

Catani,Ciafaloni, Fiorani, Marchesini '88

There is a region where emitted gluons are soft
the the dominant contribution to the amplitude 
comes from the angular ordered region.

The same structure for x  0 → although the softest 
emitted gluons are harder than internal. 

y1,k1,l1

y2,k2,l2

y3,k3,l3

li <L L given by the scale 
of the hard process

Probability of finding no 
real gluon between hard 
emissions

Constraint

L~ pt1+pt2
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Schematic illustration of proposed recently new 
equation combining BK and CCFM

CCFM BK

New equation

Kutak, Golec-Biernat, 
Jadach, Skrzypek '11

Kutak  '12 



  26Hard scale=1GeV Hard scale =10 GeV

Saturation scale in equation with coherence

BK

Kutak, Toton '13

CCFM – NL/R2

R radius of proton
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Central-forward di-jets
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Kutak, Deak, Jung, Hautmann '09 
 

High energy factorization and forward jets

 Resummation of logs of x and 
  logs of hard scale

 Knowing well parton densities at large 
x  one can get information about low x  

physics

 Framework goes recently under name
“hybrid framework”  

High energy prescription and forward-central di-jets 

k

p1

p2

P1

P2
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Di-jets pt spectra 
Kutak, Sapeta '12

Reasonable agreement. 
No usage of parton shower
BK + higher order corrections
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Decorelations inclusive scenario 

Observable suggested to 
study BFKL effects
Sabio-Vera, Schwensen '06

Kutak, .van Hameren, Kotko,.Sapeta '14

Studied also context of RHIC
Albacete, Marquet '10

pt1,pt2 >35, leading jets 
|y1|<2.8, 3.2<|y2|<4.7
No further requirement on 
jets 

In collinear approach
i.e 2 →2 + pdf one would
Get delta function at 

Sudakov effects by reweighing 
implemented in LxJet Monte Carlo
P. Kotko
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Forward-forward di-jets
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Results for  
decorelations 

Importance of corrections 
of higher orders 

Results obtained
with gluons coming 
from rcBK and 
BK with corrections of
higher orders  
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Forward-forward di-jets

Kutak A. van Hameren, 
Kotko,Marquet, Sapeta '14

Studies of sub-leading jet gives more
pronounced signal of suppression.
Details of that are still to be understood
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Hard scale dependence
 jets RELOADED
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Probability of finding no 
real gluon between scales

Hard scale dependence effects - illustration 

provides hard scale

Include the effect in 
the last step of evolution

 Nonlinear extension of
 CCFM not applied so far
to phenomenology 
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Saturation scale in equation with coherence
forward-forward jets

Low kt gluons are suppressed. The conservation of probability
 leads to change of shape of  gluon density which depends on the hard scale 

no scale

20GeV

100 GeV

Kutak '14
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Decorelations inclusive scenario forward-central 

Observable suggested to 
study BFKL effects
Sabio-Vera, Schwensen '06

Studied also context of RHIC
Albacete, Marquet '10

pt1,pt2 >35, leading jets 
|y1|<2.8, 3.2<|y2|<4.7
No further requirement on 
jets 

In DGLAP approach
i.e 2 →2 + pdf one would
Get delta function at 

Sudakov effects by reweighing 
implemented in LxJet Monte Carlo
P. Kotko

 

Kutak , van Hameren,, 
Kotko, Sapeta '14
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Predictions for p-Pb

●Sudakov enhance saturation effects

●However, saturation effects are rather weak

Kutak A. van Hameren,, 
Kotko, Sapeta '14

At RHIC
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R pA ratio and its origin in gluon density

●The hard scale effects make the potential signatures of saturation more pronounced.

●“Pb” affected more by saturation than “p” therefore we see more significant effect.

Kutak '14
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Conclusions and comments

●Achieved  good description of forward-central jet measurement

●We explicitly see need for higher order corrections 

●There are hints for saturation and therefore for shape of gluon density

●More to come
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